THE LEOPARD

Frost Opera Theater Cast List

Don Fabrizio Corbera, Prince of Salina (a.k.a. The Leopard): Kim Josephson
Stella, Princess of Salina, his wife: Robynne Redmon
Concetta, his eldest daughter: Margarita Parsmyan
Caterina, his daughter: Abby Guido
Carolina, his daughter: Mia Flora
Tancredi Falconeri, his nephew and ward: Minghao Liu
Count Cavriaghi, Tancredi’s friend and fellow soldier: Kevin Gwinn
Father Pirrone, a Jesuit priest, the children’s tutor: Frank Ragsdale
Mademoiselle Dombreuil, the children’s governess: Leah Torres
Don Calogero Sedara, mayor of Donnafugata: Thando Mamba
Angelica, his daughter: Yaqi Yang
Don Onofrio Rotolo, the Prince’s estate steward at Donnafugata: Nick Skotzko
Cavaliere Chevalley di Monterzuo, secretary of the Prefecture: Kevin Short
Francesco Paolo: Caroline Morales-Mejia.
Servants, Villagers: Frost Opera Theater Chorus (24 students)

Understudy Cast List

Fabrizio: Nick Skotzko
Concetta: Yanjun Lin
Angelica: Olivia Rich
Carolina: Caroline Morales Mejia
Caterina: Lindsay Espeseth
Dombreuil: Nicole Plummer
Stella: Leah Torres